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Climate Change and Ecosystem
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RONALD L. SANDLER
Department of Philosophy, Northeastern University, Boston, MA, USA

ABSTRACT This article addresses the implications of rapid and uncertain ecological change, and
global climate change in particular, for reserve oriented and restoration oriented ecosystem
management. I argue for the following conclusions: (1) rapid and uncertain ecological change
undermines traditional justifications for reserve oriented and restoration oriented ecosystem
management strategies; (2) it requires rethinking ecosystem management goals, not just developing
novel strategies (such as assisted colonization) to accomplish traditional goals; (3) species
preservation ought to be deemphasized as an ecosystem management goal; (4) reserve oriented
ecosystem management remains well justified, but the goals for it must be revised.

1. Introduction

The predominant approaches to ecosystem management are reserve oriented and

restoration oriented. Reserve oriented strategies involve creating areas where stressors,

such as pollution, extraction and recreational use, on nonhuman species populations and

their habitats are eliminated or reduced. Ecological restoration involves assisting the

recovery of a degraded space to some approximation of what it was or would have been

absent anthropogenic impacts. Most theoretical positions in environmental ethics have

been supportive of these ecosystem management strategies to at least some extent, since

they protect and promote a diverse range of environmental values. Because reserves are

comparatively independent of human design and control, they protect natural value and

respect species populations and individual organisms by providing them with space to

pursue their form of life. Protected areas also frequently provide ecosystem services, and

are often places with considerable scientific, natural heritage and aesthetic value.

Ecological restoration’s use of historical reference conditions to guide assisted recovery

has promoted ecological integrity, since it has helped to identify system types and

elements that are well suited to the location. It has acted as a check on hubris, by limiting

the tendency toward over-design and imposition of human vision on a space. It also is

often beneficial for individual organisms and used for species (or population)

conservation, and it can play a crucial role in reestablishing cultural practices and

ecosystem services.

Of course, not all theories of environmental ethics are equally supportive of reserve

oriented preservation and ecological restoration, and some are more accommodating of
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active human intervention and design in ecological systems than are others (since some

theories emphasize the value of human-independent places and processes more than

others). Moreover, there is often considerable disagreement between theories regarding

particular ecosystem management practices, such as captive breeding programs and

culling sentient invasive species, as well as about management plans for particular areas—

for example, whether they should permit off road vehicles or hunting. Nevertheless, there

is general agreement across theories that restricting activities and stressors on an

ecological space (that is, reserve oriented strategies) is often conducive to protecting and

promoting environmental goods and values, and that so too is actively assisting in

historically informed recovery of already degraded spaces and stressed populations

(restoration oriented strategies).

This paper considers the implications of rapid and uncertain ecological change, and

global climate change in particular, for reserve oriented and restoration oriented

ecosystem management. I argue for the following conclusions:

(1) Rapid and uncertain ecological change undermines traditional justifications

for both reserve oriented and restoration oriented ecosystem management

strategies.

(2) Rapid and uncertain ecological change requires rethinking ecosystem

management goals, not just developing novel strategies (such as assisted

colonization) to accomplish traditional goals.

(3) Under conditions of rapid and uncertain ecological change, species

preservation ought to be deemphasized as an ecosystem management goal.

(4) Park and reserve oriented ecosystem management remains well justified

under conditions of rapid and uncertain ecological change, but the goals for

it must be revised.

Figure 1. Projected greenhouse gas levels and temperature increases on possible future emissions
scenarios. q Climate Interactive
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In section 2, the distinctive features of global climate change and the implications for

nonhuman species are discussed. Section 3 discusses the ecosystem management dilemma

generated by the fact that climate change both threatens traditional ecosystem

management goals and undermines traditional ecosystem management strategies for

accomplishing those goals. In section 4, the case is made that species preservation ought

to be deemphasized as an ecosystem management goal under conditions of rapid

ecological change; and in section 5, reserve oriented ecosystem management strategies

are defended against critics who argue that such practices are not well suited to a rapidly

changing ecological world.

2. Climate Change, Ecological Change, and Species Extinctions

Foregone global climate change is the amount of climatic change that is already ‘locked

in’ by virtue of obtaining levels of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere plus the most

optimistic scenarios for future emissions.

Figure 1 illustrates possible scenarios for future greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and

associated future global means surface air temperatures (Climate Interactive, 2011).

The Business as Usual scenario (BAU) represents the current emissions trajectory. On

BAU, there is projected to be 3–7.98 C warming (5.4–14.38 F) over pre-industrial

temperatures. The mid-point of that range (which is what the line for each scenario

represents) is 58 C (8.98 F), which was nearly the difference between the average mean

surface air temperatures of Burlington, VT and Kansas City, MO in 2002 (Burlington was

44.68 F and Kansas City was 53.68 F) (City Rating, 2002).

The confirmed proposal trajectory represents probable future emissions given policy

proposals to which national governments have committed under the United Nation’s

Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC). They have not all been

implemented. Potential proposals are possible policies that are being discussed but which

national governments have not yet committed to in any official respect. The low emissions

path, on which temperature increases are limited to 28 C over pre-industrial levels,

represents what many climate scientists argue is necessary to prevent ‘catastrophic’ or

‘runaway’ global climate change (Hansen, 2007; Hansen & Sato, 2007; Hansen et al.,

2008; Spratt & Sutton, 2008). It is also the target that the UNFCCC identifies as necessary

‘to stabilize greenhouse gas concentration in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent

dangerous anthropogenic interference with the climate system’ (UNFCCC, 2009).

The low emissions trajectory is the most reasonably optimistic scenario, since it involves

immediate and decisive action to pursue a pathway that has significantly lower emissions

than even current potential proposals do, and it requires developing the structural and

technological capacities necessary to accomplish it.

Even on the low emissions scenario, global concentrations of carbon dioxide in the

atmosphere would reach over 450 parts per million (ppm) by 2100 (pre-industrial levels

were approximately 280 ppm and current levels are approximately 395 ppm). This would

result in an increase in global means surface air temperatures of 1.2–3.28 C (or 2.1–5.78 F)
over pre-industrial temperatures. This level of warming, though considerably less than on

the BAU scenario, is still significant climatically. For example, the difference in average

mean surface air temperature between Boston, MA and Louisville, KY in 2002 was 4.88 F
(Boston was 51.38 and Louisville was 56.18) (City Rating, 2002).

Climate change and ecosystem management 3
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There are substantial uncertainties and contingencies involved in the development of

these scenarios. Given the subject matter, they cannot be avoided, though the models do

take them into account—for example, by providing an outcome range for each scenario.1

Nevertheless, several general conclusions that do not depend on the precise details of the

models or scenarios are warranted. First, even given the most optimistic scenario,

the magnitude of climatic and ecological change will be large. Second, the rate of

climatic and ecological change will be far more rapid than in the recent historical past.

Third, there is a large amount of uncertainty, unpredictability and contingency regarding

the magnitude and impacts of future climatic and ecological change. Fourth, there is

wide variance among different possible emissions trajectories (as well as within

trajectories) with respect to the magnitude (and thus impacts) of future climatic and

ecological change.

The increased magnitude, rate, uncertainty and variance of ecological change

associated with global climate change makes biological and cultural adaptation

more difficult, both for us humans and other species. At the core of the concerns

about global climate change is that people, populations of nonhuman species, and

ecological and social systems cannot adapt (or adapt quickly enough) to ecological

changes. As a result, there will be increased rates of species extinction, instability

of ecological systems, agricultural and natural resource insecurities, exposure to

severe weather events, incidence of disease, and ecological refugees (and associated

climate injustice).

With respect to nonhuman species, studies have found that 35% of bird species and 52%

of amphibians have traits that put them at increased risk of extinction due to global climate

change (Foden et al., 2008); 20% of lizard species are likely to be extinct by 2080 due to

global climate change (and that 4% of local populations already are) (Sinervo et al., 2010);

and that 15–37% of species will be committed to extinction by 2050 on mid-level

warming scenarios (Thomas et al., 2004). Nonhuman species populations that only slowly

change their geographical ranges (for example, those that disperse seed only locally or

migrate slowly) are less likely to meet the challenge of adaptation than those that are more

mobile. For them, suitable habitat might contract, shift or otherwise disappear more

quickly than they are able to adjust. Mountain, small island, and other geographically

constrained populations are also highly vulnerable, given the limits (mountain tops and

coasts) of their capacity to migrate as their environments change. Small and non-diverse

populations (phenotypically and genetically) are also highly vulnerable, as are populations

of species that depend on very particular environmental conditions (or on particular other

species), or are otherwise highly sensitive to environmental changes (for example, corals).

In addition, populations of species that have fewer offspring and longer developmental

periods (large mammals) are less likely to be able to biologically adapt to changing

ecological conditions than are populations of species that reproduce rapidly and

abundantly (such as weedy plants). Overall, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change (IPCC) concludes:

There is medium confidence that approximately 20–30% of species assessed so far

are likely to be at increased risk of extinction if increases in global average warming

exceed 1.5–2.5 C (relative to 1980–1999). As global average temperature increase

exceeds about 3.5 C, model projections suggest significant extinctions (40–70% of

species assessed) around the globe. (IPCC, 2007, p. 54)

4 R.L. Sandler
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Given that the background historical rate of extinctions is one species per million per year

(0.0001% annually),2 this constitutes a dramatic increase in extinctions rates, and may be

the highest since the beginning of the fossil record (Magurran & Dornelas, 2010).

3. The Ecosystem Management Dilemma

Already, independent of global climate change, over three quarters of the earth’s terrestrial

surface has been significantly impacted by human activity, through development, invasive

species, resource extraction and agriculture, for example.3 Many medium and high

impacted ecological systems are now ‘novel systems’ (Hobbs et al., 2006). A novel (or no

analog) system is one in which anthropogenic activities have resulted in a system in which

biotic and abiotic characteristics (for example, species distributions and soil compositions)

significantly depart from those of the pre-impacted system. The more novel the ecosystem,

the greater and more numerous the restoration thresholds—that is, the more difficult it is to

return the system to its pre-impacted state or ecological trajectory (Hobbs, Higgs, &

Harris, 2009). Moreover, the greater the novelty of the system, the less naturalness

(understood as independence from human impacts), natural–historical continuity and

fewer native species there are to be preserved. Thus, in many places, restoration and

reserve oriented preservation are already decreasingly viable, and so less well justified,

management approaches than they have been in the past. Or, in order to be viable, they

must be diminished—restoration with less historicity and preservation with fewer native

species and less historical independence (Sandler, 2012a, 2012b). Global climate change

promises to exacerbate this undermining (or diminishment) of reserve oriented

preservation and restoration, since it will generate even greater novelty on an even

greater scale, and it will do so by altering background climatic and ecological conditions.

The difficulty for reserve oriented preservation, given global climate change, is that it

depends, as does its background value justification, on the ecological systems in the

protected location remaining sufficiently intact. No ecological system is static. Therefore,

an ecological informed account of ‘intact’ must accommodate historically standard rates

and types of change (Callicott, 2001). However, global climate change represents non-

normal spatial and temporal change, even on the low scenario.4 As a result, current

habitats and species assemblages (that is, ecosystems) are coming apart at unusually high

rates and they are doing so in ways and for reasons that cannot be addressed or controlled

by ecosystem managers, since it is the product of global climatic processes and not

stressors local to the system that might be reduced or eliminated (for example, pollution

and extraction). Indeed, given foregone global climate change, it is not in the power of

anyone to constrain ecosystem change to normal historical rates (even using

geoengineering, which at best addresses only some ecological features) (Hegerl &

Solomon, 2009; Robock et al., 2009; Wigley, 2006). Because ecosystems—that is, the

assemblages of species, features and processes that comprise ecological spaces—are

coming apart, the environmental goods and values tied to them cannot be preserved by

protecting the places where they currently are (or historically have been). Thus, to the

extent that global climate change occurs, place-based or reserve oriented protections

(and the associated emphasis on prioritizing native species) will be a less effective

approach to maintaining ecological integrity, preserving species (and species’

communities) and maintaining ecosystem services and values more generally.

Climate change and ecosystem management 5
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Moreover, because ecological systems are transitory assemblages of overlapping

species ranges, it is not the case that ecosystems (or species communities) will migrate as a

whole in response to global climate change.5 The current ecosystems of New England are

not, as a result of global climate change, going to be found largely intact in mid-Eastern

Canada in 2100. Rather, the 2012 Massachusetts ecosystems are going to disassemble—

some species will disappear, others will become more prevalent, new ones will arrive—

and the ecological features of the place will be changed. Even if mid-Eastern Canada

comes to have approximately the same surface air temperature in 2100 as Massachusetts

does in 2012, it will nevertheless be a new system, with different precipitation patterns,

different species population densities and distributions, different topographies, and

different ecological relationships more generally than those found in Massachusetts in

2012.

As with place-based protection, global climate change undermines ecological

restoration as an effective, well justified ecosystem management strategy. Ecological

restoration is a variety of assisted recovery, since it involves actively intervening in a

space in order to improve it from an ecological perspective. An assisted recovery is a

restoration to the extent that it incorporates historicity—that is, returning something of

the ecology that previously obtained in the place or else establishing features (biotic or

abiotic) of the ecology that would have obtained absent anthropogenic degradation

(Higgs, 2003; Sandler, 2012a; Throop, 2012). The difficulty for ecological restoration,

given global climate change, is that the ecological past of a place is a less good

approximation of its ecological future than it has been in recent history. The ecological

impacts of global climate change will be geographically differential; they will be greater

in some places than in others. However, in general, there will be substantial increases in

the magnitude and rate of ecosystem transitions. Therefore, historical ecosystems (and

associated reference conditions) will, in general, be increasingly poor proxies for

ecological integrity, and native [non-native] will be an increasingly poor proxy for

ecological beneficial/suitable [ecologically detrimental/unsuitable]. As a result,

prioritizing historical systems (and elements of those systems) in assisted recovery

will be less conducive to realizing ecological integrity and associated ecosystem

management goals and values in assisted recovery. Moreover, too strong a commitment

to historicity would be a form of insensitivity to ongoing ecological changes. Rather than

functioning as a check on hubris, it would involve imposing human wants on a space—

that is, the desire to reestablish the ecological past—over what is more ecologically

suitable (Sandler, 2012a).

To the extent that global climate change occurs, appropriate ecological targets for a

place will less strongly resemble the prior ecology of that place. Context specific

assessments of the role of historicity in assisted recovery are of course needed, and

historicity will appropriately play a larger role in some recoveries than in others (Harris

et al., 2006). Relevant considerations include the magnitude of global climate change’s

impact on the area, the purpose of the restoration (research, memorial, habitat, or water

purification, for example), the desires (and values) of those involved, available resources,

the time gap between the degradation and the recovery, and the novelty of the place’s

biotic and abiotic features. However, in general, historicity will be less conducive to

promoting environmental values (such as ecological integrity, natural value, and species

preservation). Therefore, restoration should have a diminished role in ecosystem

management under conditions of global climate change.

6 R.L. Sandler
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The fact that reserve oriented preservation and ecological restoration are undermined

(or diminished) as effective ecosystem management strategies under conditions of

rapid ecological change, contributes to an ecosystem management dilemma. On the

one hand, ecosystem management goals (species preservation, maintaining ecosystems

services, ecological integrity, wilderness protection) are increasingly threatened. On

the other hand, the core ecosystem management strategies (reserve oriented

protection and ecological restoration) for accomplishing those goals are decreasingly

effective. Working through this dilemma—determining how to respond to it—is among

the most interesting and pressing issues in ecosystem management. Of course, one

thing to do is to try to minimize the dilemma by reducing the magnitude and rate of

global climate change through mitigation of future greenhouse gas emissions. However,

as discussed above, even aggressive mitigation that accomplishes the low emission

scenario will not eliminate the dilemma altogether. So the question of how to respond

to it remains.

The ecosystem management community has already begun to grapple with the

ecosystem management dilemma. This is perhaps most manifest in the robust discourse

among conservation biologists regarding assisted colonization.6 Because reserve oriented

species preservation is undermined by global climate change, many conservation

biologists have begun to advocate for intentionally moving individuals of a species to a

location beyond their historical range, and establishment of a viable independent

population in that location, for the purpose of preventing the species from going extinct.

Assisted colonization (or assisted migration or managed relocation) is controversial

because it involves intentional creation of non-native species populations and is, therefore,

in tension with maintaining historical continuity, non-interventionism, and native species

prioritization. Nevertheless, proponents of assisted colonization argue that, given global

climate change, unless some such novel strategy is adopted conservation biology will

become a field of ‘managing extinctions’ (Donlan et al., 2005, p. 913).

Moving species outside their historic ranges may mitigate loss of biodiversity in the

face of global climate change . . .We must contemplate the possibility that some

regions of the Earth will experience high levels of warming (.4 degrees C) within

the next 100 years, as well as altered precipitation and ocean acidity. Under these

circumstances, the future for many species and ecosystems is so bleak that assisted

colonization might be their best chance.7 (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2008, p. 346)

The case for assisted colonization is often situated within a broader critique of

reserve oriented ecosystem management. As discussed above, human activity has

already significantly reduced wilderness and low impact areas, such that there are ever

fewer places with high levels of independence from humans and natural-historical

continuity (and low levels of non-native species). Moreover, increasingly intensive

human intervention is needed to preserve species and maintain ecological relationships

threatened by local stressors and rapid ecological change. Some conservation biologists

and environmental ethicists have concluded from this that global climate change is the

final ‘nail in the coffin’ of the less interventionist parks and reserves approach to

ecosystem management, since it ‘is mismatched to a world that is increasingly

dynamic’ (Camacho et al., 2010, p. 21; see, also, Donlan et al., 2005; Minteer &

Collins, 2010).

Climate change and ecosystem management 7
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The upshot is that we simply have no choice but to think beyond the traditional

parks-and-preservation model if we wish to save species in an era of rapid climate

change. This will require coming to grips with a significantly more activist and

hands-on approach to species conservation than we have taken in the past. It will

also mean redeploying our funds and research efforts as we shift them from

traditional preservationist agendas toward more pragmatic and interventionist

programs for conservation science and action on a rapidly changing planet. (Minteer

& Collins, 2010, p. 1802)

The core claim in the passage above—that if we want to save species, we must adopt

novel and more interventionist strategies, given global climate change—is correct; but it is

also conditional. An alternative is that, under conditions of rapid ecological change, we

ought not prioritize preserving individual species and obtaining species assemblages.

There are (in general) two options for responding to the ecosystem management dilemma.

If traditional ecosystem goals cannot be accomplished by traditional ecosystem

management practices, then one can either adopt new strategies (as proponents of

assisted colonization and critics of reserve oriented management advocate) or alter the

goals (including deemphasizing species preservation). So far, the ecosystem management

community has focused on the former. However, as the US Climate Change Science

Program has put it:

Over time, some ecosystems may undergo state changes such that managing for

resilience will no longer be feasible. In these cases, adapting to climate change

would require more than simply changing management practices—it could require

changing management goals. In other words, when climate change has such strong

impacts that original management goals are untenable, the prudent course may be

to alter the goals. At such a point, it will be necessary to manage for and embrace

change. (US Climate Change Science Program, 2008, chap. 9, p. 3)

In the following sections it will be argued that, given global climate change, species

preservation ought to be deemphasized as an ecosystem management goal for less

impacted systems. However, it does not follow from this that global climate change is the

final nail in the coffin of reserve oriented ecosystem management. Parks and reserves

remain well justified under conditions of rapid ecological change, but the goals for them

need to be modified.

4. The Case for Deemphasizing Species Preservation

The case for deemphasizing species preservation as an ecosystem management goal rests

on two claims.8 The first, which has already been defended, is that the distinctive features

of global climate change undermine the feasibility of place-based preservation. The rate

and magnitude of change are too high, the amount of species at risk are too great, and the

causes too far beyond the control of ecosystem managers to try to preserve individual

species and modern species communities where they are, when they are imperiled as a

result of rapid ecological change. The paleoecological record shows that, even on the rates

of change associated with the low emissions scenario, the adhesive effects of species

8 R.L. Sandler
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communities are overwhelmed and there are high levels of population extinctions.

That place-based preservation is undermined by global climate change is widely

recognized among conservation biologists and is the reason that many have begun

advocating for assisted colonization.

The second claim in support of deemphasizing species preservation is that trying to

preserve species by moving them to new ecosystems is very rarely justified. I have argued

for this claim at length elsewhere.9 It primarily rests on two considerations. First,

successful assisted colonizations—that is, ones in which the target population is

established and it is not ecologically problematic in the recipient site—are likely to be rare.

Second, there is typically little or no value to be preserved through assisted colonization.

That successful assisted colonizations are likely to be rare follows from the features of

global climate change. In order to accomplish a successful assisted colonization, it is

necessary to know where to relocate the target population in order for it to thrive. This

requires identifying where suitable habitats are—for example, where there is appropriate

precipitation, temperature, and other species—not just now, but extended into the future.

However, due to the ecological uncertainty and contingency associated with global

climate change, it is not possible to predict the climatic and ecological future of particular

places with any confidence. There are simply too many poorly understood and

indeterminate (not just unknown, but unknowable) factors and too broad a range of

possible climatic futures. The difficulty of identifying an appropriate recipient site is

particularly acute for populations of species that are less ecologically flexible

(for example, dependent on very particular conditions or other species), which are

precisely those that would be most in need of assisted colonization, since they will

(typically) have less adaptive capacity.10 Thus, one reason successful assisted

colonizations are likely to be rare under conditions of global climate change is that it is

not possible to adequately predict where suitable habitats for a species population will be

50, 100, or 200 years from now. Moreover, since the rate of climatic and ecological change

associated with global climate change is elevated and there is no reason to believe that it

will abate,11 the same considerations (global climate change and habitat fragmentation)

that are driving the translocation now will continue to obtain and will place many

translocated species populations in much the same position as they are presently. Thus, the

distinctive features of global climate change suggest not only that it will be difficult to

successfully translocate in the short run but that even temporarily successful translocations

are unlikely to be the basis for long-term population stability.

A further reason that successful assisted colonizations are likely to be rare is that for an

assisted colonization to be successful, a viable population of translocated species must be

established without it becoming a problematic invasion.12 Although the study of invasion

biology has expanded in recent years, some conservation biologists have argued that the

understanding of invasiveness and associated ecological processes remains inadequate for

making reliable predictions regarding which species are likely to become invasive in

particular ecological contexts, particularly given the ecological uncertainties and

indeterminacies associated with global climate change (Ricciardi & Simberloff, 2009).

The second consideration in support of the claim that assisted colonization is rarely

justified is that there is typically little value to be preserved by it. The goal of assisted

colonization is to forestall species extinctions. Therefore, an assisted colonization

preserves value only if the species translocated has a type of value that it retains through

the translocation. However, on most prominent accounts of the value of species, their
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value is dependent upon evolutionary and ecological situatedness. This is true of accounts

that emphasize their natural-historical properties (Callicott, 1989; Rolston, 1985, 1986),

their independence from humans (Elliot, 1992; Katz, 2000), and their ecological

importance (Leopold, 1968). Assisted colonization does not preserve these relational

properties, since it moves populations to novel ecological locations. Therefore, it does not

preserve the basis for these types of value. As a result, even if a species is preserved

through assisted colonization, the value of the species is not. There are exceptions to this.

Some charismatic species, for example, might be valued for aesthetic, economic or

cultural reasons that are not tied to ecological and evolutionary situatedness. However, for

the vast majority of species, this (and other considerations) will not hold.13

Taken together, the foregoing considerations suggest that, except in quite rare cases,

assisted colonization is not well justified. With respect to only a small number of species is

there even value to be preserved through a successful assisted colonization. Yet

successful, responsible assisted colonizations are themselves likely to be quite rare, given

the distinctive features of global climate change and the characteristics of species that are

likely to be most in need of relocation. The case against moving species to preserve them

combined with the difficulties of place-based preservation and ecological restoration

under conditions of rapid ecological change yields the conclusion that species preservation

as an ecosystem management goal is undermined by global climate change and ought to be

deemphasized in management planning and practice.

5. Rethinking the Justification for Parks and Reserves

Species and biodiversity preservation have been among the primary goals of reserve

oriented ecosystem management. Those who are critical of the park and reserve model

believe that the fact that its effectiveness for accomplishing this end is undermined by

global climate change implies that it is no longer a well justified ecosystem management

strategy—it is ‘mismatched to a world that is increasingly dynamic.’ However, this

conclusion is too hasty. Reserve oriented ecosystem management is a strategy that can

have multiple goals. Species preservation has traditionally been one such goal, and a

prominent one, but it has not been the only one. It is possible that reserve oriented

ecosystem management will be an effective strategy for accomplishing continuing or

novel goals under conditions of rapid ecological change. Therefore, to assess whether

global climate change undermines the justification for less interventionist (or restrained)

ecosystem management, such as parks and reserves, one must first determine the value of

these places under conditions of rapid ecological change and then determine whether a

reserve (or related) approach is an effective method for preserving that value or

accomplishing the associated goals. In what follows, it is argued that it often is and that,

therefore, park and reserve ecosystem management remains well justified.

Although global climate change diminishes the effectiveness of parks and reserves for

preserving particular species, species assemblages, and ecosystems, they are likely to

maintain comparatively high ecological (including species preservation) value when

measured against non-protected areas. Protected areas and corridors provide some

adaptive space (and so more adaptive possibilities) for populations and systems.

Moreover, more biodiverse places, often the target of protection, are likely to have more

species with sufficient behavioral and evolutionary adaptive potentials to meet the

adaptation challenge of global climate change. Therefore, identifying and protecting
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biologically diverse and rich habitats (including diverse physical environments) (Hunter,

Jacobson Jr., & Webb III, 1988), crucial or productive wildlife corridors and ecological

gradients (Smith et al., 2001) (particularly ‘climate-connection corridors’) (Barnosky,

2009, p. 206) and promoting landscape permeability (Wapner, 2010) continue to be well

justified under the conditions of global climate change. In addition, familiar stressors of

ecosystems and species populations—pollution, extraction, and habitat fragmentation, for

example—decrease their robustness (resistance and resilience). Reducing or managing

such factors can increase the adaptive potential of species and ecosystems, again

by removing anthropogenic impediments, rather than by more interventionist activities.

Thus, traditional ‘managing for resilience’ and protection of biodiverse (and physically

diverse) places and corridors increases the adaptive capacity of populations and systems to

global climate change (National Park Service, 2010; US Climate Science Program, 2008).

It can lessen the magnitude of the ecosystem management dilemma. This is the first reason

that global climate change is not the final ‘nail in the coffin’ of the park and reserve model.

The second reason that global climate change is not the final ‘nail in the coffin’ of the

parks and reserve model is that, under conditions of rapid ecological change, it is often

conducive to accomplishing non-preservationist goals—both traditional and emerging.

For example, lightly managed, less impacted areas often are an effective approach to

protecting ecosystem services and providing instrumental values (clean water, storm surge

protection, carbon sequestration, and option value) (Turner et al., 2009), particularly when

measured against non-protected areas. Moreover, lightly managed spaces will continue to

have value as places where ecological and evolutionary processes play out comparatively

independent of human intention, design, and manipulation. Therefore, natural value,

natural-historical value, and the worth of wild organisms continue to be supportive of

parks and reserve based management.

For the reasons above, traditional place based park and reserve approaches to ecosystem

management remain well justified under conditions of global climate change, as do many

associated management strategies, such as remediation, rejuvenation, and corridor

creation (Andam et al., 2008; Gadston et al., 2008; Rands et al., 2010). However,

appropriate goals for such places must shift away from the preservation of particular

species and assemblages (traditional preservationism and compositionalism) (Callicott,

Crowder, & Mumford, 1999) to promoting adaptive capacity, maintaining ecosystem

services (through an emphasis on protecting functional diversity, for example) (Perrings

et al., 2010), and allowing for ecosystem reconfigurations. Under conditions of rapid

ecological change, place-based protection, rather than being valuable for maintaining a

space largely as it is, is valuable for the processes of change that occur—for example,

human independent adaptation and reconfiguration. This requires changing expectations

for what these approaches can (and cannot) accomplish (Hobbs et al., 2009). It also

requires shifting management practices appropriately—deemphasizing historicity in

assisted recovery, as well as refraining from intensive efforts to prop up dwindling

populations or communities, when it is associated with climate change driven ecosystem

change.

6. Conclusion: Adapting Ecosystem Management

Global climate change undermines the predominant ecosystem management strategies.

To the extent that global climate change occurs, ecological restoration and place-based
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protection are less effective in accomplishing traditional management goals. As a result,

ecosystem management must adapt. Already, novel management approaches and

strategies are being developed—assisted colonization, re-wilding, ecosystem engineering,

reconciliation ecology, and ex-situ preservation (such as macro-scale seed banking).

These novel strategies need to be critically evaluated to determine which are (and are not)

well justified. In addition, traditional ecosystem management goals need to be critically

reassessed and new goals need to be considered for their appropriateness under conditions

of rapid and uncertain ecological change, something that has not yet seriously begun.

Moreover, these issues need to be addressed in ways that are sensitive to different types of

systems—novel systems, hybrid systems, mixed systems, transitional systems, recent

communities, less impacted systems, and highly manipulated systems—since different

types of values are prominent in different types of systems. Here the focus has been on less

human developed systems.14 For such systems, species preservation is an increasingly

inappropriate goal, but reserve oriented approaches to ecosystem management remain

well justified for non-preservationist reasons.

Notes

1 That there is such a large range of possible outcomes even within one scenario indicates the level of

uncertainty involved. One source of uncertainty is incomplete information, such as a lack of data

(for example, regarding emissions levels and the state of ecological systems) and an incomplete

understanding of the workings of the relevant systems (for example, feedback processes and potential

tipping points). Another source of uncertainty is the contingencies involved. How much GHG emissions

there are, and future total GHG levels in the atmosphere depends, in part, on policies and practices that

have yet to be determined, as well as on the feasibility of certain technologies that do not currently exist.
2 Baillie et al. (2004) calculates the historical rate of extinction as 0.1–1 E/MSY.
3 Center for International Earth Science Information Network [CIESIN] (2010). In addition 41% of marine

systems have medium to high human impacts (Halpern et al., 2008). See, also, Ellis and Ramankutty

(2008).
4 Clare Palmer (2011) discusses the difficulties with determining ‘normal rates’ of ecological change,

since, from a geological perspective, comparatively large and abrupt ecological changes are not

altogether abnormal (that is, they regularly occur given a long enough time scale). Allen Thompson

(2011) argues that the high level of climatic stability over the last 10,000–12,000 years is, in fact, what is

abnormal from a geological perspective.
5 See Root and Schneider (2006) and Barnosky (2009). The interactions between species populations, and

their evolved dependencies, often have an effect of holding some species assemblages together under

changing conditions. However, even on the low emissions scenario, the rate and magnitude of global

climate change will overwhelm these ‘adhesive’ features. This is particularly so in places, such as North

America, in which the composition of modern species communities are relatively geologically recent (for

example, 8000 years), so that species are not highly co-evolved (Hunter et al., 1988).
6 See Camacho et al. (2010), Donlan et al. (2005), Hoegh-Guldberg et al. (2008), Marris (2008, 2009),

Minteer and Collins (2010), Morelle (2010), Richardson et al. (2009), US Climate Change Science

Program (2008), Vitt et al. (2010). It is also evident in the increasingly vigorous discourse regarding

prioritization of native species (Davis et al., 2011; Hulme, Pysek, & Duncan, 2011; Thompson & Davis,

2011a, 2011b; van Kleunen, Dawson, and Dostal et al., 2011).
7 That conservation biologists feel compelled to advocate intentional establishment of non-native

populations, given the field’s very strong tradition of prioritizing native species over non-native species,

indicates both the depth of the ecosystem management dilemma and the extent to which global

climate change brings traditional conservation biology values, goals, and strategies into tension with

each other.
8 The discussion in this section is restricted to whether species preservation should be the goal of ecosystem

management within less human developed systems. It also does not address whether species preservation
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should be the goal of non-ecosystem management conservation activities—ex-situ (or captivity)

preservation, seed banking and reconciliation ecology.
9 For a more detailed, and expansive presentation of the case against assisted colonization than appears

here, see Sandler (2010, 2012b).
10 Exceptions to this are possible. For example, a species might be quite ecologically flexible, but an island

species that cannot migrate for that reason.
11 Even if greenhouse gas emissions stabilize (or are reduced), it does not follow that the rate of climatic and

ecological change will dramatically and immediately slow (Gillett et al., 2011), particularly given the

ways in which the effects of global climate change are back loaded and the prevalence of climatic tipping

points and feedbacks.
12 Several decision models have been proposed for determining when assisted colonization is an appropriate

conservation strategy and they each include the condition that there be sufficient evidence that the

translocated species will not become ecologically problematic in the recipient site (Hoegh-Guldberg

et al., 2008; Richardson et al., 2009).
13 For a more complete discussion of why exceptional cases are rare, as well as some potential disvalues

associated with assisted colonization, see Sandler (2010, 2012b).
14 For a discussion of highly manipulated and engineered systems, see Sandler (2012b).
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